WHO WE ARE

Water4 exists to sustainably address the problem of clean water access in developing countries. We do this by focusing on: health and hygiene promotion, leadership development, financial stewardship and well drilling training. As a result of this holistic approach, Water4’s drilling partners have not only a vocation and a means to provide for themselves and their families, but also the tools and skills to bring access to safe drinking water to their communities.

TOOLS

Water4 provides entrepreneurs with simple, durable, and field-proven stepping stone technologies that pave the way for advanced water systems, such as multi-tap water dispensing systems. Water4 utilizes not only manual drilling technology, such as hand augering and percussion drilling tools, but also mechanical drilling technology, Vertical Electronic Sounding (VES) surveying, and other innovative tools to provide water to communities. Water4 tools allow entrepreneurs to launch and scale Small Drilling Enterprises (SDE’s) quickly and efficiently. These tools are affordable and allow teams to drill wells at a fraction of the cost of traditionally drilled boreholes.

STRATEGY

Water4 empowers social enterprises in cost-effective drilling techniques and low-cost geophysical surveying. We support these businesses through face-to-face training and financial mentoring. This is designed to empower local social enterprises to drill and maintain wells without the need for outside donor funds.

Water4 programs are a part of a five-year capacity-building process that results in professional, sustainable, and profitable WaSH providers. Water4 supports partners through training, constant reporting, monitoring, and evaluations to ensure their knowledge and expertise continue to grow.

The result of this process is national and regional franchise relationships between Water4 and our partners. Our unique franchise model builds capacity in it’s core teams and replicates the mentoring and training model in regional, emerging social enterprises.

GOAL

The goal of our programs is to provide universal access to water through local sustainable solutions. These enterprises address the full needs of communities with regards to sustainable water access solutions, health and hygiene promotion, addressing and proclaiming the good news and catalyzing holistic transformation that comes from the presence of Jesus in the World.

IMPACT

Water4 currently works in 16 countries, drilled over 3,000 wells, and has provided 1 million people with access to clean drinking water since 2008.

For more information on Water4, please visit us on the web at water4.org.
DATE
September 20TH, 2017

WHEN
3:00 P.M. – 7:00 P.M.

ADMISSION
$15 - preregistration required

DETAILS
Attendees will be given a tour and presentation of Water4’s manufacturing and logistics warehouse & view key Water4 videos describing our operations and mission to eradicate the world water crisis. Additionally, attendees will witness and participate in manual drilling with the Water4 drilling technology. Water4 will provide beverages and snacks for attendees.

LOCATION
Water4 is located at 2405 Northwest 10th street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107

CONTACT
Zack McCullock
405-551-8214

REGISTER
Water.ou.edu